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Joe Higgins:
The Real Opposition

Since being elected in 1997
Joe Higgins, the Socialist
Party TD, has been involved
in the anti-war movement,
the Shell to Sea campaign
at went to prison for his role
in the anti-bin tax campaign.
He also was involved in the
GAMA workers strike.

Even ‘the Star’ said “He is the opposition”. Also
Labour’s leader Pat Rabbitte commented: "If I
was a constituent I would rather have Joe Higgins
fighting my corner than all 5 Sinn Fein TDs".

A Workers’TD on a Workers’Wage
Joe has used his position in the Dail to assist
worker’s and young people’s struggles, no to
enrich himself like the so mmany other TDs. He
lives on the average industrial wage, donating
the rest to the Socialis Party and community
campaigns.

No Big Business Donations
Whilst the other parties get huge donations and
‘loans’ from big business, land speulators, con-
struction companies and the like, the Socialist
Party do not. We rely completely on the support
of ordinary working people.

If you want to make sure Joe Higgins
keeps his seat and is joined by more social-
ists in the next Dail come along and enjoy
the pub quiz or consider making a donation.

WWW.SocialistParty.NET

086-8064801
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